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QUICK TAKE

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Equity market valuations are broadly reasonable 
adjusted for the cyclical low in earnings and 
potential for revival going forward.

We remain bullish on equities 
from a medium to long term 
perspective.

Investors are suggested to have their 
asset allocation plan based on one’s risk 
appetite and future goals in life.

MARKETS

CORPORATE

GLOBAL

After a torrid March, equity markets saw a meaningful recovery 

amidst heavy regulatory intervention in world markets. World 

over, regulators sought to cushion the economic fallout of the 

pandemic through extraordinary stimulus measures. Despite FII 

selling pressure the S&P BSE Sensex Index and NIFTY 50 Index 

jumped 14% in April recovering some of March losses. NIFTY 

Midcap 100 and NIFTY Smallcap 100 indices also saw 

meaningful bounce backs rising 15% and 13% respectively. 

Crude entered uncharted territory as US crude futures saw 

contracts trade at negative prices for the first time ever. The fall 

was largely technical rather than an actual collapse. Rising 

concerns over over-supply conditions and lock of storage space 

globally is likely to see oil hover at 20+ year lows for the 

foreseeable future. For India, low crude prices are materially 

positive given that India imports much of its crude. The Indian 

government has also used this fall to fill up its strategic reserves.

On the economy front, March CPI inflation moderated to 5.91% 

as against 6.58% in February. March WPI inflation moderated 

sharply to 1% as against 2.26% in February. February IIP growth 

improved to 4.5% as against growth of 2.1% in January.

The RBI continued to boost liquidity into the system through 

targeted measures in the corporate bond market and emergency 

funding lines for debt mutual funds in the aftermath of stress is 

select segments of the industry. Currently banking liquidity 

stands at over Rs 7 lakh crore the highest ever.

Corporate earnings started off on expected lines with bell 

weather names offering a clearer picture into the impacts of 

COVID-19 on businesses up until now. The results season should 

also provide insights into business strategy to combat the 

‘unforeseen circumstance’. An interesting point amidst this is 

companies continue to raise fresh long term capital as companies 

look ready to get back to business.

From a valuations standpoint, traditional valuation metrics 

based on earnings may not work for many segments of the 

markets due to near zero business output especially in the 

manufacturing sector. First signs are already evident in high 

frequency production and sales numbers (e.g. Auto Sales, 

Cement Manufacturing etc.). We believe longer term valuation 

methodologies like discounted cash flows may allow investors to 

look more pragmatically at the markets in the current scenario. 

Earnings should normalize once the lockdown ends and people 

go about their normal lives over the next few quarters. 

The current situation is still a health crisis. We are already seeing 

green spots emerge as the government has lifted restrictions in 

select regions of the economy. The ‘people first’ approach of the 

government is commendable and should help the economy 

recover faster and healthier. Unfortunately for us, markets will 

remain uncertain till the time a cure is found. Volatility is likely to 

remain elevated While we remain cautious, we believe the 

reasonable valuations could be used as an opportunity to top up 

existing investments in a staggered manner.



Top 5 Sectors (30th April 2020)

Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)AXIS BLUECHIP FUND

• The fund focuses on delivering superior risk adjusted returns. The fund manager 
targets out-performance to the benchmark while delivering risk that is lower than 
the benchmark.

• Stocks are selected in the portfolio based on their ability to grow earnings on a 
sustainable basis from a medium term perspective while maintaining a highly liquid 
and risk managed portfolio. The expected earnings growth of the portfolio is higher 
than that of the benchmark NIFTY 50 TRI.

• The strategy is to invest mainly in companies which operate in a secular growth 
segment and has leading market share in their areas of operation to provide steady 
returns and the remaining in companies that are gaining markets share due to 
differentiated offering or cost advantage, in large sectors expected to deliver alpha.

• The portfolio retains a distinct large cap bias with current mid-cap exposure limited 
to around 20%. For its midcap allocations, the portfolio looks to keep a high hurdle in 
terms of quality and growth potential.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the 
fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

• The fund is focused on quality companies having strong long term earnings growth 
prospects. Thus the fund maintains a stable core portfolio with relatively low churn. 
Within that objective, the fund is comfortable looking past shorter term volatility in 
performance. 

• With a medium to long term view towards capturing growth, the fund is biased 
towards stocks which can deliver superior returns. This includes private sector banks 
and NBFCs, autos and ancillary, housing & consumption sectors. 

• Normally, the fund has avoided highly cyclical stories and highly regulated sectors. 
The fund looks at opportunities across the market cap and the portfolio remains 
balanced between its large and mid-cap allocations.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the 
fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

AXIS LONG TERM EQUITY FUND
(An open-ended equity linked saving scheme with a statutory lock in of 3 years and tax benefit)

Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)

Top 5 Sectors (as on 30th April 2020)
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HDFC Bank Limited 7.5

Avenue Supermarts Limited 7.0

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited 6.9

Infosys Limited 6.0

ICICI Bank Limited 5.7

Tata Consultancy Services Limited 5.2

Bajaj Finance Limited 4.6

Nestle India Limited 4.5

Hindustan Unilever Limited 4.4

Bharti Airtel Limited 4.3

Telecom

Tata Consultancy Services Limited 8.2

Avenue Supermarts Limited 8.1

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited 7.9

Housing Development Finance 6.5
Corporation Limited

HDFC Bank Limited 6.4

Nestle India Limited 6.2

Info Edge (India) Limited 5.5

Bajaj Finance Limited 5.4

Pidilite Industries Limited 5.2

Maruti Suzuki India Limited 4.9

Healthcare

8.4%

Healthcare



Top 5 Sectors (as on 30th April 2020)

AXIS MIDCAP FUND

• The fund focuses on investing in bottom-up stocks that provide potential to grow 

cash flows over the medium term. The portfolio seeks to add businesses with 

economic moats and distinct competitive advantage. 

• The fund remains true-to-label in its portfolio allocations with a diversified and risk-

managed mid-cap portfolio which has a superior liquidity profile.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the 
fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

Top 5 Sectors (as on 30th April 2020)

AXIS FOCUSED 25 FUND

• The fund manager runs a high conviction portfolio, containing the fund manager’s 

best ideas and invests in up to 25 stocks while ensuring reasonable diversification 

and focus on quality and risk management. 

• The fund manager looks at 3 broad buckets while constructing the portfolio. The core 

portfolio consists of steady compounders that can generate reasonable returns with 

low volatility. 2 other buckets consist of companies having a cyclical tailwind and 

emerging themes with high growth potential.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the 
fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)

Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)
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Avenue Supermarts Limited 8.3

Tata Consultancy Services Limited 7.4

HDFC Bank Limited 7.2

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited 7.0

Bajaj Finance Limited 5.7

Housing Development Finance 5.5
Corporation Limited

Pidilite Industries Limited 4.9

Bajaj Finserv Limited 4.8

Reliance Industries Limited 4.7

Info Edge (India) Limited 4.7

Avenue Supermarts Limited 5.3

IPCA Laboratories Limited 4.7

Bata India Limited 3.8

PI Industries Limited 3.8

Indraprastha Gas Limited 3.5

Nifty 50 Index 3.4

Voltas Limited 3.2

Astral Poly Technik Limited 3.1

Tata Consumer Products Limited 2.9

City Union Bank Limited 2.8

Finance
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19.5%

Consumer

16.5%

Healthcare



Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)AXIS MULTICAP FUND

• Good ideas can do better irrespective of its sector/theme/size. 

• Axis Multicap Fund seeks to invest across the market cap spectrum in high conviction 
ideas with improved risk- adjusted return characteristics. The fund manager looks 
for stocks that are expected to report faster growth relative to the benchmark. 

• The fund as such is sector agnostic and focuses on a bottom up approach to invest in 
stocks that are at an inflection point such as market share gain, industry 
consolidation, sunrise industries, improved management focus and capital allocation 
or regulatory & policy changes.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the 
fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

%

26.8%
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Finance

8.1%

Information 
Techanology

Consumer

Avenue Supermarts Limited 8.3

HDFC Bank Limited 7.4

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited 7.1

ICICI Bank Limited 5.9

Bajaj Finance Limited 4.8

Nestle India Limited 4.6

Hindustan Unilever Limited 4.4

Asian Paints Limited 4.2

Tata Consultancy Services Limited 4.2

Bharti Airtel Limited 4.1

AXIS SMALL CAP FUND

• Axis Smallcap fund aims to invest primarily in high conviction small cap stocks. The 

bottom up approach to investing seeks to identify long term businesses keeping in 

mind risk and reward by containing mistakes and navigating volatile stock 

movements.

• Investing in small caps is not for the faint hearted. Key to successful investing is 

patience and ability to withstand short term volatility. Furthermore, small caps are a 

broader universe as compared to large & midcaps and hence the need for active 

management keeping in mind the opportunities in this space come with higher 

degree of risk as compared to their larger counterparts.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)

%

Galaxy Surfactants Limited 5.5

Aarti Industries Limited 4.9

City Union Bank Limited 4.8

Can Fin Homes Limited 4.0

Fine Organic Industries Limited 3.7

JK Cement Limited 3.6

Mas Financial Services Limited 3.5

Blue Star Limited 3.3

HeidelbergCement India Limited 2.7

Brigade Enterprises Limited 2.6

Top 5 Sectors (as on 30th April 2020)

Top 5 Sectors (as on 30th April 2020)
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Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)

AXIS GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES FUND

• Diversification is key to long term portfolio management. Indian equities currently 
account for just 3% of the total global market cap of the world. Axis Growth 
Opportunities Fund offers investors a unique opportunity to take exposure of global 
equities through a structured allocation by way of an open ended mutual fund.

• The fund aims to invest 70% in domestic equities through a bottom up approach 
while the rest will be invested in global large caps. Overall the fund will maintain a 
compact portfolio of high conviction domestic and international companies hence 
offering investors a tax efficient yet unique investment proposition for portfolio 
diversification.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the 
fund manager’s view of the equity markets.
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Techanology

Torrent Power Limited 6.1

Info Edge (India) Limited 5.9

Avenue Supermarts Limited 5.4

PI Industries Limited 4.9

Bajaj Finance Limited 4.7

Sundaram Finance Limited 4.2

Supreme Industries Limited 3.8

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited 3.5

Tata Consultancy Services Limited 3.3

Housing Development Finance 3.1
Corporation Limited

Agro Inputs 
& Chemical

AXIS ESG EQUITY FUND

• Environmental, social change and regulatory response to them are happening faster 

than ever and poses sizeable challenges for businesses. However, many businesses 

remain focused on hard financial cost/benefit analysis while ignoring intangible costs 

like their carbon footprint or waste emissions. 

• The fund aims to invest 70% in domestic equities through a bottom up approach with 

an emphasis on ESG compliance while the rest will be invested in global ESG 

compliant largecaps. Overall the fund will maintain a compact portfolio of high 

conviction domestic and international companies hence offering investors a tax 

efficient yet unique investment proposition for portfolio diversification.

Current Portfolio Allocation is based on the prevailing market conditions and is subject to changes depending on the fund manager’s view of the equity markets.

Top 10 Stocks (By Holding) 
(as on 30th April 2020)
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Housing Development Finance
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Avenue Supermarts Limited 8.5

Tata Consultancy Services Limited 8.3

Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited 7.6

Hindustan Unilever Limited 7.1
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HDFC Life Insurance Company Ltd. 5.8

Bajaj Finance Limited 5.4

Nestle India Limited 4.2

Torrent Power Limited 2.4
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Data as on 30th April 2020. Source of data: Bloomberg, ACEMF

Disclaimer: Past performance may or may not be sustained in the future. Sector(s) / Stock(s) / Issuer(s) mentioned above are for the purpose of disclosure of the 
portfolio of the Scheme(s) and should not be construed as recommendation. The fund manager(s) may or may not choose to hold the stock mentioned, from time to 
time. Investors are requested to consult their financial, tax and other advisors before taking any investment decision(s). This document should not be construed as 
research report.

Statutory Details: Axis Mutual Fund has been established as a Trust under the Indian Trusts Act, 1882, sponsored by Axis Bank Ltd. (liability restricted to ̀  1 Lakh). 
Trustee: Axis Mutual Fund Trustee Ltd. Investment Manager: Axis Asset Management Co. Ltd. (the AMC) Risk Factors: Axis Bank Limited is not liable or responsible 
for any loss or shortfall resulting from the operation of the scheme. 

Mutual Fund Investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully. 

AXIS BLUECHIP FUND
(An open-ended equity scheme predominantly 
investing in large cap stocks)
This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:
• Capital appreciation over long term.
• Investment in a diversified portfolio 

predominantly consisting of equity and 
equity related instruments of large cap 
companies.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.
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AXIS LONG TERM EQUITY FUND 
(An open-ended equity linked saving scheme with 
a statutory lock in of 3 years and tax benefit)
This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:
• Capital appreciation & generating income 

over long term.
• Investment in a diversified portfolio 

predominantly consisting of equity and 
equity related instruments.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

AXIS MIDCAP FUND 
(An open-ended equity scheme predominantly 
investing in mid cap stocks)

This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:

• Capital appreciation over long term.

• Investing predominantly in equity & equity 
related instruments of mid cap companies.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

AXIS FOCUSED 25 FUND 
(An open-ended equity scheme investing in 
maximum 25 stocks investing in large cap, mid 
cap and small cap companies)

This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:

• Capital appreciation over long term.

• Investment in a concentrated portfolio of 
equity & equity related instruments of up to 
25 companies. 

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

AXIS MULTICAP FUND
(An open-ended equity scheme investing 
across large cap, mid cap, small cap stocks)

This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:

• Capital appreciation over medium to long 
term.

• Investment in a diversified portfolio 
consisting of equity and equity related 
instruments across market capitalization.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

AXIS SMALL CAP FUND
(An open ended equity scheme predominantly 
investing in small cap stocks)

This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:

• Capital appreciation over long term.

• Investment in a diversified portfolio 
predominantly consisting of equity and 
equity related instruments of small cap 
companies.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

Riskometer

Investors understand that their principal will be 
at moderately high risk
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AXIS ESG EQUITY FUND
(An Open ended equity scheme investing in 
companies demonstrating sustainable 
practices across Environment, Social and 
Governance (ESG) theme)

This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:

• Capital appreciation over long term.

• Investments in companies demonstrating 
sustainable practices across Environment, 
Social and Governance (ESG) parameters.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.
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at high risk
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AXIS GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITIES FUND (An Open-
ended Equity Scheme investing in both large cap 
and mid cap stocks)
This product is suitable for investors who are 
seeking*:
• Capital appreciation over long term.
• Investment in a diversified portfolio 

predominantly consisting of equity and 
equity related instruments both in India as 
well as overseas.

*Investors should consult their financial advisers if in 
doubt about whether the product is suitable for them.

EasyInvest
http://online.axismf.com

Invest online without 
any prior registration

Toll Free
1800 221322

Additional Contact No.
 8108622211

Easy SMS

SMS HELP to 92120 10033
Transact and get folio 

details on the go

Risk

Managed

Products

Axis MF
IFA

CONNECT

Axis MF IFA CONNECT
An app that goes beyond transactions

Download the app or

visit the web portal 
(https://ifaconnect.axismf.com)


